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ENROLLMENT 
HANDBOOK 
SPRING COURSES 
1994-95 
December, 1994 
Office of the Registrar 
KENYON COLLEGE 
Gambler, Ohio 43022 
FALL 1XMXITU 1*94-95 
Aug 26, Frl .... Residences opan for naw atudanta; Oriantatlon program begin* 
Aug 28, Sun .... Raaidancaa opan for raturning atudanta 
Aug 29, Hon .... Naw Kanyon Studant ragiatration and anrollaant 
Aug 30, Tua .... claaaaa bagln; Upparclaaa ragiatration; Bagin add-drop psnodi 
Start of Saaaion 1 PHSD couraaa 
Sap 5, Hon Labor Day; claaaaa aa uaual 
Sap 5-6, Hon-Tua. . Eva of Roah Haahana; Roah Haahana; claaaaa aa uaual 
Sap 7, Wad End of Add-Drop pariod; Laat day to ragiatar; 
Laat day to changa to audit in Fall 6 Yr couraaa; 
Fall 6 Year couraa enrollments finalized 
Sap 14-15, Wed-Thu. Eva of Yom Kippur; Yom Kippur; claaaaa aa uaual 
Sap 16-17, Frl-Sat. Alumni Reunion Planning 
Sap 23-24, Fri-Sat. Homecoming; Alumni Council; Kanyon Fund Executive Coenitt** 
Sap 26, Hon .... Laat day to changa grading option—Fall, Yr couraaa 
Oct 3-4, Hon-Tua. . October Break 
Oct 5, Wad Claaaaa reaume; Two-day graca period 
Oct 12, Wad .... Laat day to add a couraa 
Oc* fri .... End of Saaaion 1 PHSD couraaa 
Oct 14-15, Fri-Sat. Family Waakand; Parent•' Adviaory Council 
Oct 17-21, Mon-Fri. Midterm reporte due to Academic Adviaing Office 
001 17-28, Mon-Fri. Add-drop pariod for Saaaion 2 PHSD couraaa 
°ct 21-22, Frl-Sat. Fall Meeting of Board of Truateee 
°ct 24, Hon .... start of Saaaion 2 PHSD couraaa 
25' Tu* • • • • Foundere' Day; Matriculation Oct 26, Wad .... Laat day to withdraw from an extra Fall or Year coura 
with a "WP" 
J°* J' day for Juniora to declare major 
U 2 • * • • Thankagivlng Vacation begins 
Nov 28, Mon .... claaaea reaume with no grace period 
o°~2*? 6' W_T * D,c*"b«r add-drop period 
* ®' rri *«d of Seaaion 2 PHSD couraaa 
J®' • • . . Begin grace period before final exams 
nil ,«',!! ; • ' ' t"* d«Y of claaaaa in first saaestar 
n 25"25' Thu"F"fl. Reading days Dec 17-18, Bat-Sun. Examinations 
®#c l'» M°n .... Reading day 
Dec 20-21, Tua-Wad. Examinations 
ec 21, Mad .... Last day faculty may accept work for Fall courses; 
n__ „ Plret semester ends at 9;30 p.m. 
n-1 11' iw * * * * residences cloae at Noon _ oec 22, Thu .... Year-course grades to Registrar's Office by 10 
Jan 3, Tue Fall-course grades to Registrar's Office by 10 a.m. 
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FOREWORD 
This publication supplements the 1994-95 COURSE OF STUDY by 
Providing updated information regarding the courses 
hy providing specific dates for various deadlines, annou q 
changes in policies or procedures, and answering some of the most 
requently asked questions regarding policies and proce ur 
Please save this booklet for future reference. 
NOTICE: 
While faculty and staff stand ready to encourage and advise, the 
final responsibility for complying with College PolJci®Lf« with 
Procedures as well as for meeting degree requirements rests w 
the individual student. Students are provided with P"8®1?® 
Somf °f Colle9e policies in the COURSE OF STUDY ®"d nt 
ENROLLMENT HANDBOOKS and are held accountable for their conten . 
1 
REGISTRATION PROCEDURES POR NEW STUDENTS 
BEGIN TO ATTEND THE COURSES IN WHICH YOU PLAN TO ENROLL. 
On Monday, Jan. 16, come to the Office of the Registrar in Stephens 
Hall where you will be given a COURSE SELECTION FORM to taXe to your advisor. 
After discussion with your advisor and completion of the COURSE 
SELECTION FORM, return the form in a timely manner to the Office of e 
Registrar where you will complete your course enrollments, ReB8?'*!r|1. you are enrolled in courses only after your selections are recorded in 
the Office of the Registrar. 
REGISTRATION PROCEDURES POR RETURNING STUDENTS 
ATTEND THE COURSES IN WHICH YOU ARE ENROLLED OR IN WHICH W" 
TO ENROLL. If you do not remember your second-semester sc e 
?heCu(y?Ur •-••il. vour 94-95 schedule will be e-mailed to you ov the Winter Vacation. 
f5o-°i?KWiSh 5° chan9« y°ur schedule you may obtain an th« 
ReaT.Ji® R®9i«trar's Office. Return the completed ADD-DROP FORM to § egistrar s Office through the end of the first seven days of cla 
2 
November 7, 1994 SUPPLEMENT TO THE 1994-95 COURSE LISTINGS 
MHS-10.00 94/2S SURVEY ART ANC WORLD, Blick, S., 1/2 unit, will be 
offered 2nd semester. 
ARHS-11.00 94/2S ART OF CHRISTIAN EURO has been cancelled 2nd semester. 
ARHS-22.00 94/2S NORTHERN RENAISSANCE has been cancelled. 
MHS-41.00 94/2S POLITICAL ART:GOVERNMT has been cancelled. 
WHS-91.01 94/2S INTRO ASIAN ART, (Blick), 1/2 unit, is offered 2nd sem. 
ARHS-92.03 94/2S WESTERN ARCHITECTURE will not be offered. 
MTS-05.00 94/2S PHOTO/DESIGN w . „unfnflr,nhe 
Revised description: Using a range of non-darkroom ? ?ill 
(including Polaroid transfers, xeroxes, and collage) this imaaes that 
provide students with an opportunity to explore ways of ma g tinq 
do not rely on traditional techniques. We will explore usage 
Mrrative structure and meaning in images. We will also e respond to 
of photographic images in the media, and construct images that r p 
these media depictions. 
ARTS-92.00 94/2S PORTRAIT & DOCUMENT, (Bey, D.), 1/2 unit, will be 
^ftrcd 2nd SGniGStsr* ideo 
Using a wide range of media (non-darkroom based photo p^°c®®"esenting 
drawing, etc.), students will explore ideas document, 
human presence and issues surrounding the art °b^® , work through Students will explore these issues in the making of their own work tnr 
eries of assignments. These issues will be further e into two 
I... en o^ns and assigned reading. The course will be portrait S "ith the first seven weeks spent examining the range of portra 
don 1C?8' and the second seven weeks devoted to the ar ^ will be 
•S'Tl This wil* ^  a work intensive class, and •tudents""£.2 
DaHn^ t0 Produce a finished group of works within each 
lod. Prerequisite: ARTS 1,2,3,4,or 5. 
BI°L-51.00 94/2S MARINE BIOLOGY (Van Alstyne) , 1/2 un, offered 2nd 
Bi°U-52.00 94/2S AQUATIC BIOLOGY has been cancelled. 
b^jO'00 9</2S DRAMA AS VISUAL ART, (Reinert,Davidson) , 1/2 unit, 
iW^rvHri^ore the visual experience of dance and draj., and 
•*»uin?1Cai connection to dramatic literature and chor 9 their artistic 
vialon 9 *he techniques that designers use to commun etina projects 
in, imnr Students will develop their visual acumen by c<»p ^ 
dr«tinq9 °ph®a thin,38. sketching, watercolor, ucenic P soph standing. in9- Projects, lecture/discussion, exercises. Prereq 
Offered? 2. 9 4/ 2 s  INTR FICTION WRITNG, (Kluge, F.), I/ 2  " n l t' w l U  
ea 2nd semester. 
***'"'04.00 94/2S INTRO POETRY WRITING has been cancelled second 
SJit/wi?? 94/2S MULTICULTURAL 20TH-CENT AMER LIT, (Powell, T.), / 
Uulnn *• offered 2nd sem. „ lewish, and 
"ltive\ieJi8 Written fay White, African-American, Worn ^ cultural American writers, this class will examine both the cu* 
richness of as well as the social tensions inherent in America's 
multicultural identity. This course is open only to sophomores and first-
year students with advanced placement. Prerequisite: permission of th» 
instructor. Enrollment limited. 
ENGL-17.00 94/2S STUDIES IN BRITISH ROMANTIC LITERATURE, (Carson, J.), 
1/2 unit, will be offered 2nd semester. 
This course will focus in the poetry of the Romantic period, fros 
William Cowper to Byron. We shall also consider critical, 
autobiographical, and fictional prose works by William Wordsworth, Dorowy 
Wordsworth, Austen, Percy Bysshe Shelley, Mary Wollstonecraft Shsllsy, 
Keats. In the Romantic period, the writing of poetry becomes less of a 
social and more of a personal activity. Hence, the lyric becomes a sort 
important genre than satire, and while the epic remains central to tn« 
poets' sense of their vocation, the heroic impulse tends increasingly ° 
assume autobiographical forms. In this course, then, we shall di8CU" 
Romantic autobiography and others forms of self-representation. We «n«i 
likewise consider the historical reasons for the privatization of the 
poetic activity, and the consequent alienation of the poet from 
This course is open only to sophomores and first-year students with 
Advanced Placement. Prereq: permission of instructor. Enrollment liaii 
ENGL-18.00 94/2S 20TH CENTURY BRIT LIT has been cancelled. 
ENGL-28.00 94/2S AUTOBIO INTO ART has been cancelled. 
ENQL-57.01 94/2S 19TH CENT BRIT NOVEL has been cancelled. 
RF^WTtr'r?°»»4/2S HUD"1" I CULTURAL ISSUES IN 20TH-CENTURY LITERATURE: THE t* 
offered 2ndBsem°ITY °F AMERICAN IDENTITY, (Powell, T.), 1/2 unit, 
"Amer?^ "Mi0"',1" Invislble Man, observed that what is beautiful 
charai£.2< is the remarkable cultural diversity that has 
•ddld X f!! * ii" country ®inc® its inception. What is «bsurd. El ^  
even reennnV *Il? nation ha® historically been unable to c®i*^ it,slf »» fSTJSS^ diversity and has instead insisted on 
Native A! ? country- Examining works by White, African-America , 
W°men' Jawish' and Asian American writer, we will loo 
celtSlv " ®en deBocratic inclusion and racist exclusion in 20t 
?"• Tha text8 w® will consider range from novels to rap 
offered'^nd'semester.1'1'1' 1945~PRESENT' (Kluge, F.), 1/2 unit, wiU be 
after*World8w*rnTT1VeS clos® examination of ten American nov8i8mg|[hod«: the JuSSileT JhXJ* Conslderation will be given to styles and methoo 
^ m a k e  th e  n o v e l s  " h a t  t h e y  a r e; an tn: The reading list * these novels as comments on American 1 thnic 
experience snort 8 0r?an*8®d around a specific theme—politi / y 
cSIf tSritld!^; '"J^-town life—or a combination of themes. IJ 
yet been dlS™i«L*U^h0r* whos® Plac® or out of-the cano JJlg,nt, 
critical readina 6 8hould give the class an opportunity for j^snt 
limited. r8ading- Prerequisite: permission of instructor. Enroll® 
ENGL-68.03 94/2S MOD AMERICAN POETRY ha. been cancelled. 
offered'^nd'semesterPH0T0GRAPHy» (Wells, G.), 1/2 unit, vi*1 * 
Since it. inception in the 19th century, photography has signi'icant" 
transformed our perceptions of ourselves and of the world: It ha® 
revolutionized our notions of time, space, and truth, and, in con q , 
has had a profound impact on virtually all other representational arts. 
In this course, we will consider the emergence of photography in ens 
context of French culture, and some of its diverse modes of i"scj; P 
Trench literary works, including essays, novels, poetry and tnea e . 
After a brief historical and technological introduction, we wil re 
selected short 19th-century commentaries (excerpts from Baudelaire 
Peintre de la vie moderns and from F61ix Nadar's memoir, Quan j 
photographs) that provide a sense of the first cultural shoe -waves 
provoked by the appearance of camera technology. We will then " 
•everal 20th-century texts, which may include: Cocteau, Les Maries ae i 
Tour Eiffel; Cendrars, Kodak; Breton, Nadja; Modiano, Les.Boulmvaroa 
ctlnture; Tournier, "Les Suaires de V6ronique"; Duras, L'Amant; ana 
Rtdonnet, Pose M6lie Rose. In each case, we will study the manner in 
which photography is "used" in the text—directly, as a theme, or as a 
•tructuring device—as our point of departure for considering va 
rslated issues: the notion of the cliche, truth and illusion, 1 9 
construction of self and other, exoticisr., eroticism, cultural me y 
national identity. As a complement to the primary works, we wi 
'•w critical essays: selected writings by Walter Benjamin and ea 
Baudrillard, and particularly Roland Barthes's essay La chambre clai . 
Course will be conducted in French. Prereq: FREN 13-14 or equ 
SCtM-44.00 94/2S FAIRY TALES has been cancelled. 
HjST-U.OO 94/2S MOD EUROPE, 1848-PRESENT, (Schoenhals, K.), 1/2 unit, 
*'^i'>e °ffered 2nd semester. . „.f(nn»lism 
This survey course will examine the development of modern , 
(ri i !isra' industrialism, capitalism and socialism and t£® 
geologies which reflected the rise of these phenomena in Europ®. 
Particular attention will be paid to the effects of the world wars on SEP"? ,ociety. the bipolarization of post-1945 Europe a"d *J® will 
b« n ?jt0Wards unification as well as fragmentation. Equa nealected ^P«id to both Western and Eastern Europe (an a"a frequently neglected 
1» survey couraes on European hi8tory). Lectures will provide s framework 
irJi?n?U88ion8, Each student will undertake a research 
ills a history major survey requirement.) Not open t 
94/2S EVOLUTN THOUGHT IN AMERICA, (Keeney, E.), 1/2 unit, will 
"•offered 2nd semester. , 
38 "»inar will explore the influence of evolution on science an^ 
sssi--^ " America from the mid-nineteenth century to the P 
•volun W study both the popular and intellectual re*P° . . 
Portr*«°Ii' exploring how scientific developments have •"•<*®d, 
dwvsinn6 American religious thought, social theory, e d huSrRT8' and literature. Readings will include scientific and 
r«flectCfK w°rks' fiction, religious works, and other wr 9 ^ first-
Y*ar <to ^ i®a9® and influence of evolutionary biology. 
e"inar. Enrollment limited. 
HlST"77-°5 94/2S EVOLUTN THOUGHT IN AMERICA has been cancelled. 
SC 05,00 94/2S WOMEN IN MUSIC has been cancelled. 
CONCERT BAND, (Ellsworth, J.)» i/4 ur,it» wil1 ** 2nd 
(woodwinrtSeiBk>le' inv°lving the standard concert band iety of •uST "d8' 1brass and percussion), will rehearse and perform a varie y 
P*r'ormann the concert band repertoire. There will be ,,ti . auditions per semester. Enrollment is by placement audit 
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will be held on the last two days of the first week of each semester. 
Interested students should contact the instructor or Music Department for 
specific information regarding audition materials and times. Enrolleent 
may be limited for certain instruments. 
PHSD-33.40 94/2S LOW IMPACT AEROBICS has been cancelled. 
PSCI-39.00 94/2S MOD AM POLIT THOUGHT has been cancelled. 
PSCI-49.01 94/2S CONTEMPORARY POLITICS OF EASTERN EUROPE will be accepts 
by the Anthropology/Sociology department towards meeting sociology major 
requirements. 
RELN-11.03 94/2S INTRO TO STUDY RELN will be offered 2nd semester. 
RELN-50.00 94/2S WOMEN & JUDAISM has been cancelled. 
SOCY-12.00 94/2S MOD SOCIAL THOUGHT has been cancelled. 
SOCY-25.00 94/2S FAMILY & SOCIETY, (Wittig, M.), 1/2 unit, will be 
offered 2nd semester. . r 
In this course we will explore the dynamics of family life in . 
Society. Following a brief examination of the historical develop itself 
the modern family, we will turn to the nature of modern family 
through the life course. Throughout we will pay particular at e 
the varieties of family life among various social groups in A®er}c!" , 
society. The family will be viewed in terms of larger structural r ^ 
In society and those variables such as gender, race, social.c ^ 
sexual orientation which interact with and affect our relations P • 
course will close with a consideration of the changes occurring 1 
family, including changing roles within the family and the chang1^ 
f°n of th® family to other institutions in society. Prsreq 
10,11, or 12 or permission of instructor. 
SOCY-34.00 94/2S SCIENCE & SOCIETY has been cancelled. 
P^\lV'^2c9V2S S0cial CHANGE IN EASTERN EUROPE will be.aCCeP^!i0rY 
requirements d®partment towards meeting political science • 
w?n~Y1'°1*9A,2S DEVELOPMENT & PUBLIC POLICY, (Wittig, M.), I/2 unlt ii offered 2nd semester. tht 
transition2ar#eSamines the various sociological explanations for 
puinc io?? °f deval°P»ent in Latin America as well as the impact^ 
insiqhta in^' feminist perspectives on development Pro ®h„ories. 
These devoi ° modernization, dependency, and world-systems t vi 
backqround f e? theori®8 and their sociological counterparts set 
M SSEit.J?! in^ ify ^to the causes and effects of social change  ^
the intended ."A edYcatlon, factory work, and mass media exp , nB a 
examined for thf u"*nt«nded consequences of public policy de h 
individual S!.!!'?6*! on cban9es in society, the household, -no 
•*. Prerequisite: permission of instructor. 
36.00 94/2S TOPIC IN WMNSsSISTERS has been cancelled. 
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KEY TO TIKE AMD ROOM SCHEDULE 
COURSE NUMBERING SYSTEM: 
1-19 Introductory courses 
20-70 Upper level courses 
71-90 Seminars 91-92 Special Topic courses or seminars 
93-94 Individual study 
95-98 Honors 
ACLAND Acland House, SW corner Wiggin t Acland Streets 
ART Art Barn 
ASC Ascension Hall _ _ . „.n Rm 220 ASC220 PHILO, Philomathesian Hall—Ascension Ha , 
BAIL Bailey House, behind the Libraries 
BEX Bexley Hall 
BIO Biology Building 
BOLTON Bolton Theater 
COLBRN Colburn Gallery off Bexley Hall 
DANCE Shaffer Dance Studio 
DAVIS 107 Ward Street 
ERN2ND Ernst Center, 2nd floor meeting room 
HIL Hill Theater Builaing 
OFFICE Office of the Instructor 
OLN 01in Library 
HRWITZ Horvitz House, Park St. Wiggin Streets PLM Palme House, N.W. corner of Ward t> wigg 
PM Philip Mather Hall 
PRC Peirce Hall - Peirce Hall PRC201 BMR, Bemis Music Room, 2nd floor 
RES Residence of Instructor 
RNGWLT Ringwalt Room, Chalmers Library 
R0S Rosse Hall „ _ , Par)c streets SEITZ Seitz House, S.E. corner of Wiggin 
SM Samuel Mather Hall SUNSET Sunset Cottage, behind the Librarie 
TMBRLK Timberlake House on Park Street 
WRTHMR Wertheimer Field House 
DAYS OF THE WEEK: M,T,W,R,F SEMESTERS: lS-Fall, 2S-Spring, 
TIME tC*I0DS: Tu..d»y-Thur.d.y per11 i : i';°° Period B _ 12;00 
COm*< °rZ S°Ur 1 10 - 2:30 Period D _ 
Period E 
1:10-4:00 p.»-
EVE 7:00-10:00 p.. 
Monday-Wednesday-Friday 
Period 1 8:10 - 9:00 Period 2 9:10 - 10:00 
Period 3 10:10 - 11:00 Period 4 11:10 - 12:00 
Period 5 12:10 - 1:00 
Period 6 1:10 - 2:00 
Period 7 2:10 - 3:00 
Period 8 3:10 - 4:00 
4:00 
OTHER; p = permission of instructor required t 
L - Limited enrollment 
94-95 TIME AND ROOM SCHEDULE 
INTRODCTRY COLLOQUIUM Mason, T. TBA 
AFRI-AM, CRIME 4 LAW Sheffield, R. R-AFT BAIL12 P 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY Staff TBA p 
BASEBALL & AM CULTURE Lynn, Rutkof f W-AFT ACLAND P 
DEPT 4 SN TM Y 
AAAS 12 2 S AAAS 83 2S AAAS 94 2S 
AMST 81 2S 
ANTH 10 2S ANTH 12 2S ANTH 13 01 2S ANTH 13 02 2S ANTH 13 03 2S ANTH 25 2S ANTH 30 2S ANTH 31 2S ANTH 36 2S ANTH 43 2S ANTH 44 2S ANTH 49 2S ANTH 52 2S ANTH 63 2S ANTH 68 2S Y ANTH 92 2S ANTH 94 2S ANTH 98 2S 
ARHS 10 2S ARHS 12 2S ARHS 13 2S ARHS 24 2S ARHS 75 2S ARHS 77 2S ARHS 91 01 2S ARHS 92 02 2S ARHS 94 2S ARHS 96 2S ARHS 98 2S Y 
ARTS 2 2S ARTS 2 02 2S ARTS 3 2S ARTS 4 2S ARTS 5 2S ARTS 12 2S ARTS 28 2S ARTS 30 2S ARTS 43 2S ARTS 50 2S ARTS 81 01 2S ARTS 81 02 2S ARTS 81 03 2S ARTS 92 2S ARTS 94 2S 
BIOL 4 2S BIOL 7 2S BIOL 10 02 2S Y BIOL 10 03 2S Y BIOL 10 04 2S Y BIOL 10 05 2S Y 
TITLE INSTRUCTOR (S) PERIOD ROOM PL 
HUMAN ORIGINS 
INTRO TO ARCHAEOLOGY 
INTRO CULTURAL ANTHRO 
INTRO CULTURAL ANTHRO 
INTRO CULTURAL ANTHRO 
HUMAN OSTEOLOGY 
INTERPRETING THE PAST 
ARCHAEOLOGY OF N AMER 
FIELD TECHNIQUES 
PEOPL4CULT SUBSHR AFR 
CULTURES OF S.E.ASIA 
MAYA, ANCIENT & MODRN 
ANTHRO OF RELIGION 
LOGIC&METH OF SOC RES 
FIELDWK: FAMILY FARM 
ANTH OF SPORTS 4 GAME 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
SENIOR HONORS 
SURVEY ART ANC WORLD 
ART OF MOD EUR 4 AMER 
SURVEY OF ARCHITECTUR 
HIGH RENAISSANCE 
SEMsCLAS TRAD ARCHTEC 
SEM:TOPICS MODERN ART 
INTRO TO ASIAN ART 
ART OF MEDIEVAL EUROP INDIVIDUAL STUDY JUNIOR HONORS 
SENIOR HONORS 
DRAWING/DESIGN 
DRAWING/DESIGN 
3-D DESIGN 
THEMATIC STUDIO 
PHOTOGRAPHY/DESIGN 
ART/FOUR LEGS-CRITTER 
PHOTOGRAPHY II 
DRAWING: THE FIGURE 
PRINTMAKING:INTAGLIO 
BEGIN PAINTING 
ADVANCED STUDIO 
ADVANCED STUDIO 
ADVANCED STUDIO 
PORTRAIT 4 DOCUMENT 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
Smail, K. 
Kardulias, N. 
Kipp, R. 
Suggs, D. 
Kardulias, N. 
Smai1, K. 
Schortman,Urban 
Kardulias, N. 
Schortman,Urban 
Suggs, D. 
Kipp, R. 
Urban,Schortman 
Kipp, R. 
Macionis, J. 
Sacks, H. 
Kardulias, N. 
Staff 
Staff 
Blick, S. 
Dabakis, M. 
Garberson, E. 
Garberson, E. 
Garberson, E. 
Dabakis, M. 
Blick, S. 
Blick, S. 
Staff 
Staff 
Dabakis, M. 
Garhart, M. 
Alvarez, C. 
Gunderson, B. 
Esslinger, C. 
Bey, D. 
Gunderson, B. 
Bey, D. 
Garhart, M. 
Esslinger, C. 
Willena, K. 
Esslinger, C. 
Garhart, M. 
Willens, K. 
Bey, D. 
Staff 
S£XUALTY Edwards, R. 
Trronw ' DEVELOPMNT Marcey,Slonczew 
JESn ™ EXPER 010 Heithaus, P. 
INTRn ™ 5XPER 010 Heithaus, P. *JIR° JO EXPER BIO Marcey, D. 
INTRO TO EXPER BIO Edwards, R. 
2 
E 
B 
2 
A 
B 
TBA 
3 
TBA 
T-EVE 
D 
TBA 
W-EVE 
T-EVE 
R-EVE 
M-EVE 
TBA 
TBA 
7 
3 
5 
4 
W-EVE 
M-EVE 
6 
B 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
748 
A4B 
2 43 
445 
A4B 
647 
D6E 
D4E 
243 
D6E 
W-EVE 
T-EVE 
R-EVE 
M4W-EVE 
TBA 
E 
3 
W-AFT 
R-AFT 
R-AFT 
F-AFT 
PLM200 
PLM200 
BAIL10 
BAIL10 
BAIL10 
PLM200 
DAVIS1 
BAIL10 
PLM200 
PLM200 
BAIL12 
DAVIS1 
PLM200 
OLNAUD 
OLNAUD 
OLNAUD 
OLNAUD 
BAIL12 
BAIL12 
OLNAUD 
BAIL12 
P 
P 
P 
COLBRN 
COLBRN 
ART 11 
ART 20 
BEX2ND 
ART U 
ART 30 
COLBRN 
ART 20 
BEX3RD 
BEX107 
BEX107 
BEX107 
BEX107 
BIOAUD 
BIOAUD 
BIO109 J 
BIO109 F 
BIO120 F 
BIOIO' p 
8 94-95 TIME AND ROOM SCHEDULE 
BIOL 0 06 
BIOL 8 
BIOL 9 
BIOL 3 
BIOL 4 
BIOL 1 
BIOL 5 
BIOL 6 
BIOL 7 
BIOL 6 
BIOL 6 
BIOL 8 
CHEM 2 01 
CHEN 2 02 
CHEM 4 01 
CHEM 4 02 
CHEM 4 03 
CHEM 6 
CHEM 8 01 CHEM 8 02 CHEN 2 CHEM 4 01 CHEM 4 02 CHEM 4 03 CHEM 4 04 
6 CHEM 
CHEM 6 CHEM 8 CHEM 2 CHEM 2 01 CHEM 2 02 
6 CHEM CHEM 4 CHEM 6 CHEM 8 
CHIN 2 CHIN 6 CHIN 7 CHIN 2 CHIN 4 CHIN 2 
CHNS 2 CHNS 4 CHNS 4 
CUS 2 CUS 4 CLAS 1 CLAS 8 
DANC 
DANC 
DANC 
OAMC 
DANC 8 DANC 2 DANC 4 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2s y 
2s y 
2s y 
2S Y 
2s y 
2s y 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
INTRO TO EXPER BIO 
ECOLOGY 
FIELD ECOLOGY 
PLANT BIOLOGY 
EXP PLANT BIOLOGY 
MARINE BIOLOGY 
GENETIC ANALYSIS 
CELL PHYSIOLOGY 
EXP CELL PHYSIOLOGY 
RESEARCH STRATEGIES 
JUNIOR HONORS 
SENIOR HONORS 
FUNDMTLS OF CHEMISTRY 
FUNDMTLS OF CHEMISTRY 
INTRO EXPER CHEM II 
INTRO EXPER CHEM II 
INTRO EXPERIMENT CHEM 
MOL STRUC & PROPERT 
EXP INVEST MOL STR II 
EXP INVEST MOL STR II 
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LAB 
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LAB 
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LAB 
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LAB 
PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY II 
BIOCHEMISTRY 
BIOCHEMISTRY LAB 
BIOINORGANIC CHEM 
ADVANCED LAB II 
ADVANCED LAB II 
INTRO TO CHEM RESEARC 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
JUNIOR HONORS 
SENIOR HONORS 
ELEM CLASSICAL CHIN 
CLAS CHIN LIT IN ENGL 
SPECL TOPIC:I CHING 
INTERM CLASSICAL CHIN 
CLS CHIN LIT CRTSM II 
ADV CLASSICAL CHINESE 
Heithaus, P. 
Heithaus, R. 
Van Alstyne, K. 
Minorsky, P. 
Minorsky, P. 
Van Alstyne, K. Slonczewski, J. 
Itagaki, H. 
Itagaki, H. 
Minorsky, P. 
Edwards, R. 
Itagaki, H. 
Hines, J. 
Staff 
Thomas, D. 
Thomas, D. 
Staff 
Lctton, J. 
Johnson, G. 
Johnson, G. 
O'Bannon, P. O'Bannon, P. O'Bannon, P. 
Hines, J. 
Marusak, R. 
Batt, R. 
Lutton, J. 
Lutton, J• 
Marusak, R. 
Batt, R. 
Batt, R. 
Johnson, G. 
Staff 
Batt, R. 
Staff 
Finefrock, 
Finefrock, 
Finefrock, 
Finefrock, 
Finefrock, 
Finefrock, 
INTENS INTRO MOD CHIN Bai, J. 
INTERMEDIATE MOD CHIN Bai, J. 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY Staff 
GRK LIT IN ENGL:DRAMA McCulloh, W. 
CLASSICAL MYTHOLOGY Bennett, R-
LTN ELEMNT ENGL LANG Weber, C. 
ROMAN EMPIRE Barich, M. 
INTRODUCTION TO DANCE 
DANC TECHNIQ:BEG MODR 
DANC TECHNIQ:INT MODR 
DANC TECHNIQ: BALLET 
THE CHOREOGRAPHER 
DANCE NOTATION 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
Patton, M. 
Patton, M. 
Greenlaw, S. 
Greenlaw, S. 
Patton, M. 
Patton, M. 
Staff 
T-AFT 
2 
W-AFT 
4 
M-AFT 
B 
A 
3 
W-AFT 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
BI0120 P L 
BI0209 L 
BIO 17 P 
BI0209 L 
BI0210 
BI0209 
BI0209 
BIO209 
BI0320 
7 
6 
TBA 
8 
TBA 
2&A 
6 
TBA 
E 
D 
3 
2 
1 PM 207 P L 
2 PM 205 P L W-AFT PM 205 L 
R-AFT PM 205 L 
R-EVE PM 205 L 
4 PM 207 P 
M-AFT PM 205 P 
T-AFT PM 205 P 
2 PM 207 P M-AFT PM 207 P 
T-AFT PM 207 P 
W-AFT PM 207 P 
R-AFT PM 207 P 
B PM 207 L 
3 PM 207 L 
M-AFT PM 101 L 
4 PM 205 L W-AFT PM 101 P 
R-AFT PM 101 P 
TBA P 
TBA P 
TBA P 
TBA P 
M-F\NOON SUNSET P 
ASC220 
BKSTOR L 
BKSTOR P 
BKSTOR L 
BKSTOR P 
ASC225 P 
ASC 25 P 
P 
ASC326 
OLNAUD 
ASC226 
BAIL 1 
. DANCE P 
, DANCE 
E DANCE 
TR\4:30 DANCE ^ DANCE PL 
DANCE L 8 6 
TBA 
9 94-95 TIME AND ROOM SCHEDUII 
DANC 96 2S DANC 98 2S 
DRAM 3 2S DRAM 12 01 2 S Y DRAM 12 02 2 S Y DRAM 20 2S DRAM 21 2S DRAM 25 2S DRAM 32 2S Y DRAM 52 2S DRAM 94 2S DRAM 96 2S DRAM 98 2S 
ECON 11 2S ECON 12 01 2S ECON 12 02 2S ECON 12 03 2S ECON 12 04 2S ECON 23 01 2S 
ECON 23 02 2S 
ECON 36 2S ECON 42 2S ECON 47 2S ECON 48 2S ECON 75 2S ECON 77 2S ECON 94 2S ECON 96 2S ECON 98 2S 
ENGL 2 ENGL 2 ENGL 2 ENGL 2 ENGL 2 ENGL 2 ENGL 2 ENGL 2 ENGL 2 ENGL 2 ENGL 2 ENGL 2 ENGL 3 ENGL 3 ENGL 7 ENGL 11 ENGL 12 
ENGL 12 ENGL 12 ENGL 14 ENGL 16 ENGL 17 ENGL 21 ENGL 24 ENGL 27 ENGL 30 
ENGL 31 
01 2S 
02 28 
03 28 
05 2S 
06 2S 
07 2S 
08 2S 
09 2S 
10 2S 
11 28 
12 2S 
13 2S 
01 28 
02 2S 
28 
2S 
2S 
02 28 
03 2S 
2S 
28 
28 2S 
2S 
2S 
28 
28 
JUNIOR HONORS 
SENIOR HONORS 
VOICE AND DICTION 
INTRO TO THEATER 
INTRO TO THEATER 
DRAMA AS VISUAL ART 
THE DIRECTOR 
LIGHTING DESIGNER 
PLAYWRITING &DRAM THR 
ENGL RENAISS THEATRE 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
JUNIOR HONORS 
SENIOR HONORS 
Staff 
Staff 
Marley, H. 
Marley,Staff 
Marley,Staff 
Reinert,Davidsn 
Marley, H. 
Reinert, A. 
MacLeod, W. 
Turgeon, T. 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
B. PRIN MICROECONOMICS Gensemer, 
PRIN OF MACROECONOMIC Brehm, C. 
PRIN OF MACROECONOMIC Trethevey, R. 
PRIN OF MACROECONOMIC Krynski, K. 
PRIN OF MACROECONOMIC Keeler, J. 
MACROECONOMIC THEORY Keeler, J. 
(Optional Macroeconomics lab 
MACROECONOMIC THEORY Keeler, J. 
(Optional Macroeconomics lab 
ENVIRONMENTAL ECON Harrington, D 
ECONOMICS OF SPORTS Brehm, C. 
ECON OF PUBLIC SECTOR Gensemer, B. 
COMPAR ECON SYSTEMS 
INTRO ECONOMETRICS 
ECON OF REGULATION 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
JUNIOR HONORS 
Gensemer, B 
Krynski, K. 
Brehm, C. 
Staff 
Harringtn,Treth 
TBA 
TBA 
3 
B 
D 
5 
E 
4 
6 
3 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
4 
2 
3 
4 
B 
2 
R-AFT) 
3 
R-AFT) 
6 
B 
7 
D 
MW\7-8 
TBA W-EVE 
SENIOR HONORS SEMINAR Harringtn,Treth W-EVE 
LITERATURE LITERATURE LITERATURE LITERATURE LITERATURE LITERATURE LITERATURE LITERATURE LITERATURE LITERATURE LITERATURE LITERATURE 
LANGUAGE 
LANGUAGE 
LANGUAGE 
LANGUAGE 
LANGUAGE 
LANGUAGE 
LANGUAGE 
LANGUAGE 
LANGUAGE 
LANGUAGE 
LANGUAGE 
LANGUAGE 
INTRO FICTION WRITING 
INTRO FICTION WRITING 
FICTION-WRITING WORK 
RACE 19 CENT LIT IMAG 
INTRO AMERICAN LIT 
AM MODERNIST LITERTUR 
MULTICLTRL 20C AM LIT 
STUDY IN SHAKESPEARE 
18TH CENT BRIT WN WRI 
STDS BRIT ROMNTIC LIT 
EPIC k ROMANCE 
DIVINE COMEDY 
MODERN DRAMA: 
SHAKESPEAREAN DRAMA 
RENAISSANCE LITERATR 
Hayne, V. 
Klein, W. 
Laycock, D. 
Powell, T. 
Lentz, P. 
Church, P. 
Smith, J. 
Blumenthal, A. 
Sharp, R. 
Davidson, A. 
McMullen, K. 
Griggs, J. 
Vigderman, P. Kluge, F. 
Lynn, D. 
Mason, T. 
Smith, J. 
McMullen, K. 
Powell, T. 
Lobanov-Rostovs 
Carson, J. 
Carson, J. 
Klein, W. 
Shutt, T. 
Hayne, V. D 
Davidson, A. Lobanov-Rostovs B 
B 
7 
2 
B 
1 
4 
D 
D 
B 
E D 
1 
D T-EVE 
B 
6 
B 
B 
P 
P 
HILTHR T 
HILTHR P I 
HILTHR P T 
BOLTON 
HILTHR 
BOLTON 
HIL301 
HIL100 
ASC201 
ASC126 
ASC126 
ASC125 
ASC226 
ASC226 
ASC201 1 
ASC201 P 
ASC125 
ASC201 
ASC126 SM 205 
ASCII* 
ASCII* 
RES 
BAIL 1 ASC126 
SUNSET 
TMBRLK 
ASC202 
SUNSET 
SUNSET 
ACLAND 
ACLAND 
SUNSET 
ASC201 
SUNSET 
ASCII* 
SUNSET 
PM 101 
BAIL 1 SUNSET 
PM 205 
BAIL25 
ASC 02 
BAIL 1 
ACLAND 
BAIL2' BAILIO 
ASC120 
SUNS** ASC 25 
10 94-95 TIME AND ROOM SCHEDULE 
02 
ENGL 42 
ENGL 54 
ENGL 57 
ENGL 60 
ENGL 62 
ENGL 68 
ENGL 68 01 
ENGL 68 02 
ENGL 70 
ENGL 75 01 
ENGL 90 
ENGL 90 06 
ENGL 94 
ENGL 98 
LATE 18TH CEN ENG LIT 
20TH CEN IRISH LIT 
19TH CENT BRIT LIT 
LITERARY AESTHETICS 
AMERICAN LITERATURE 
MULTICLTRL 20TH C LIT 
WALKER,MORRISN &NAYLR 
AM LIT 1945-PRESENT 
CANADIAN LIT 6 CULTUR 
JAMES JOYCE 
LIT OF FRIENDSHIP 
GOTHIC NOVEL 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
SENIOR HONORS 
Laycock, D. 
McMullen, K. 
Vigderman, P. 
Church, P. 
Lentz, P. 
Powell, T. 
Mason, T. 
Kluge, F. 
Laycock, D. 
Church, P. 
Sharp, R. 
Carson, J. 
Staff 
Staff 
»VS 12 2S 
WVS 12 02 2S 
FREN 12 2S Y 
FREN 14 01 2S Y 
FREN 14 02 2S Y 
FREN 28 2S 
FREN J4 2S 
FREN 43 2S 
FREN 46 2S 
FREN 92 2S 
FREN 98 2S Y 
12 2S Y 
GERM 14 2S Y 
GERM 22 2S Y 
GERM 42 2S 
CREK 12 2S Y 
CREK 22 2S 
GREK 72 2S Y 
GREK 94 2s 
CR» 96 2S Y 
RE* 98 2S Y 
INTRO ENVIRONMEN STDY Heithaus,Staff 
INTRO ENVIRONMEN STDY Webb, E. 
INTENSIVE INTRO FREN 
ORAL i WRITTEN FRENCH 
ORAL & WRITTEN FRENCH 
ASPECT OF FREN CIVILZ 
INTRO TO FRENCH LIT 
17TH CENT FREN LIT 
19TH CENT FREN LIT 
WRITING PHOTOGRAPHY 
SENIOR HONORS 
Cowles, M. 
Walecka, A. 
Wells, G. 
Walecka, A. 
Staff 
Cowles, M. 
Cowles, M. 
Wells, G. 
Staff 
INTENS INTRO GERMAN Moore, E. 
READNG,SPEAKNG,WRITNG Hecht, E. 
ADV CONVERSATN & COMP Hecht, E. 
FOREIGNERS IN GERMANY Hecht, E. 
ELEMENTARY GREEK 
INTERM GRK: HOMER 
ADV GREK:LITER GENRES 
IS-ANCIENT GREEK 
JUNIOR HONORS 
SENIOR HONORS 
McCulloh, W. 
Barich, M. 
McCulloh, W. 
McCulloh, W. 
McCulloh, W. 
McCulloh, W. 
4 
7 
MW\7-8 
6 
3 
E 
4 
3 
D 
D 
R-EVE 
E 
TBA 
TBA 
B 
B 
2&B 
3 
4 
5 
6 
MW\7-8 
D 
B 
TBA 
2&A 
4 
3 E 
ISA 
TBA 
8 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
HEBR 94 2S Y IS: ELEMENTARY HEBREW Dean-Otting, M. TBA 
HIST 4 
HIST 9 
HIST 13 
HIST 14 
HIST 20 
HIST 22 
HIST 24 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S S53101S IS 31 02 2S 
£ 3* 03 2S „IST 53 2S 
HIST 'O 01 2S 
R1ST 'O 02 2S 
IS 81 2S 2IST 87 01 2S HIST AB S  Art. 88 01 2S HIST 32 2S 
MODERN CHINA 
HIST OF INDIA:MODERN 
MOD EUROPE, 1848-PRES 
HIST SCIENCE WEST CUL 
AFRO AM HST 1865-1968 
HIST OF THE USA 
WMN SAM EXP 1870-1980 
1ST YR SEM:WM UTOPIA 
1ST SM:CIVL DISOBEDNC 
1YR SM:EVOLTN THOT AM 
AM CULT & SOC 1930-70 
US CIVIL:HIST LITERAT 
(section 01 open only 
US CIVIL:HIST LITERAT 
(section 02 open only 
MODERN GERMANY 
N AM INDIAN LIFE 4.CUL 
MID EAST:MODERNSCONFL 
ISLAM IN CHINA SASIA 
Dunnell, R-
Singer, W. 
Schoenhals, K. 
Cadden, J* 
Hinton, R. 
Hinton, R. 
Conger, V. 
Conger, V. 
Singer, W. 
Keeney, E. 
Rutkoff, P-
Wortman, R. 
to srs S jrs) 
Wortman, R-
to sph S frs) 
Schoenhals, K. 
Wortman, R-
Schoenhals, K. Dunne11,Schube1 
E 
D 
B 
B 
4 6 
3 T-EVE 
W-EVE 
T-AFT 
B 
D 
E 
W-EVE 
M-AFT T-EVE 
W-EVE 
OLN317 P 
BAIL10 P BAIL25 P 
SUNSET P 
ASC220 P 
BAIL 1 P SM 224 P PM 205 P 
BAIL10 P 
BAIL 1 P SUNSET P ACLAND P P P 
BIOAUD L 
SM 203 L 
ASC202 P L ASC326 P L 
ASC225 P L 
ASC201 L ASC126 L 
ASC226 L ASC326 L ASC326 L P 
ASC201 P L ASCI14 P 
ASCI14 P L 
ASC114 L 
ASC120 P 
ASC120 P P 
P P 
P 
SM 201 L 
ASC220 L OLN307 L 
ASC225 L ASC220 P 
ASC220 P 
BAIL10 L 
ASC 25 P ACLAND P L 
OLN307 P 
OLNAUD L 
TMBRLK P 
OLNAUD L 
OLNAUD L ACLAND L ACLAND L 
ASC120 f 
11 94-95 TIME AND ROOM SCHEDUU 
HIST 94 
HIST 96 
HIST 98 
HIST 99 
INDS 31 
INST 21 
INST 94 
INST 98 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S Y 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY Staff 
JR HNR SEM:HEALTH CAR Cadden, J. 
IPHS 14 01 2S Y 
IPHS 14 02 2S Y 
IPHS 14 03 2S Y 
IPHS 14 04 2S Y 
IPHS 16 2S 
IPHS 18 2S 
IPHS 84 2S 
ITAL 12 
ITAL 14 
JAPN 12 
JAPN 14 
MATH 6 
MATH 7 
MATH 12 01 
MATH 12 02 
MATH 18 
MATH 21 
MATH 22 
MATH 24 
MATH 26 MATH 30 MATH 33 
MATH 38 
MATH 46 MATH 94 MATH 96 
MATH 98 
HUSC 2 
MUSC 4 
MUSC 9 
MUSC 12 
MUSC 14 
MUSC 16 
MUSC 22 
MUSC 38 
MUSC 40 01 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
SENIOR HONORS SEM 
SENIOR RESEARCH SEM 
THE HOLOCAUST 
EXPAN INT'L SOCIETY 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
SENIOR HONORS 
ODYSSEY OF THE WEST 
ODYSSEY OF THE WEST 
ODYSSEY OF THE WEST 
ODYSSEY OF THE WEST 
ART & AUTHORITY II 
BIO SCIENCEATECHNOLGY 
MODERN & POST MODERN 
Singer,Conger 
Staff 
TBA 
T-EVE 
TBA 
TBA 
Rhod,Dean-Ot,Sy D 
SEITZ P 
P 
P 
SM 108 P 
Klesner, J. 
Staff 
Staff 
Brint,Evns,Shut 
Brint,Evns,Shut 
Brint,Evns,Shut 
Brint,Evns,Shut 
Heizer, D. 
Marcey,Shutt 
Brint, M. 
3 
TBA 
TBA 
ASC125 
2S Y 
2S Y 
2S Y 
2S Y 
LATN 12 2S Y 
LATN 22 2S 
LATN 94 2S 
LATN 96 2S Y 
LATN 98 2S Y 
LGLS 23 2S 
LGLS 83 2S 
IX2LS 94 2S 
INTENSIVE INTRO ITALN Richards, L. 
LANGUAGE 6 CULTURE Richards, L. 
INTENS INTRO MOD JAPN Tomita, H. 
INTERMEDIATE MOD JAPN Tomita, H. 
ELEMENTARY LATIN Weber, C. 
INTs VIRGIL'S AENEID Weber, C. 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY Weber, C. 
JUNIOR HONORS Weber, C. 
SENIOR HONORS Weber, C. 
MEDIA k THE LAW Sheffield, R. 
SENIOR SEM LEGAL STDS Sheffield, R. 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY Staff 
ELEMENTS OF STATISTIC 
INT TO NUMBER THEORY 
CALCULUS B 
CALCULUS B 
INTRO TO COMPUTER SCI 
CALCULUS C 
POUNDATNS OF ANALYSIS 
LINEAR ALGEBRA I 
DATA ANALYSIS 
GEOMETRY 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATNS 
PRIN PROGRAMING LANG 
MATHEMATCL STATISTICS 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY JUNIOR HONORS 
SENIOR HONORS 
INTRO TO MUSIC 
BASIC MUSICIANSHIP II 
HAYDN k MOZART 
MUSIC THEORY 
MUS HIST:BAROQUEACLAS 
MUSIC HISTORY: 20C 
MUS LIT k STRUCTURE 
MUSC THEATR AOPER WRK 
LEVEL I: ORGAN 
Slack, S. 
Mackenzie, D. 
Schumacher, C. 
Schumacher, C. 
Fesq, R. 
Mackenzie, D. 
Schumacher, C. 
Fesq, R. 
Hartlaub, B. Mackenzie, D. 
Slack, S. 
Fesq, R. 
Hartlaub, B. 
Staff 
Staff 
Hartlaub, B. 
Ellsworth, J. 
Locke, B. 
Ongley, L. 
Rubenstein, M. 
Ongley, L. 
Ellsworth, J. 
Rubenstein, M. 
Gutierrez, R. 
Brehm, L. 
2tW\748 0LNAUD P 
2SW\748 OLHAUO P 
24W\7&8 0LNAUD P 
24W\344 TMBRLK P 
TAR-EVE TMBRLK P 
B ASC201 L 
M-AFT TMBRLK P 
ASC326 P I 
ASC326 P 2 4 A 4 
3AB 
2 
1 
5 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
B 
R-AFT 
TBA 
6 
B 
3 
A 
7 
5 
E 
4 
2 M\6AR 
1 
D 
7 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
3 
2 
4 
D 
D 
MW\7-8 
B 
D 
TBA 
ASC 25 P j-
ASC 02 P 1 
ASCI 14 P 
ASCI14 P 
P 
P 
SM 224 I 
BAIL12 P P 
ASC 02 1 
ASC 02 
PRC 01 P 1 
PRC 01 t 1 
PRC 01 \ 
PRC 01 
ASC 02 
ASC 02 
PRC 01 
-EV PRC 01 
PRC 01 
ASC 02 
ASC 02 f 
P 
P 
PRC201 t {• 
ROS 23 [ 
PRC201 ROS 23 P 
PRC201 P 
PRC201 „ . ROS 23 P 1 
02 2S 
01 2S 
02 2S 
03 2S 
11 2S 
12 2S 
13 2S 
at 
01 2S 
02 2S 
03 2S 
04 2S 
11 2S 
12 2S 
13 2S 
14 2S 
at 
01 2S 
02 2S 
03 2S 
2S 
10 2S 
01 2S 
02 2S 
03 2S 
2S 
01 2S 
02 2S 
03 2S 
•59 2S 
•69 2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
01 2S 
02 2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
12 94-95 TIME AND ROOM SCHEDULE 
LEVEL I: HARPSICHORD Brehm, L. 
LEVEL I PIANO Pelfrey, P. 
LEVEL I PIANO Reitz, J. 
LEVEL I PIANO Smail, J. 
LEVEL I PIANO Pelfrey, P. 
LEVEL I PIANO Reitz, J. 
LEVEL I PIANO Smai1, J• 
LEVEL I HARP Thompson, J. 
LEVEL I VOICE Baker, M. 
LEVEL I VOICE Gutierrez, R. 
LEVEL I VOICE Locke, B. 
LEVEL I VOICE Whitehead, J. 
LEVEL I VOICE Baker, M. 
LEVEL I VOICE Gutierrez, R. 
LEVEL I VOICE Locke, B. 
LEVEL I VOICE Whitehead, J. 
LEVEL I RECORDER Bailey, J. 
LEVEL I WOODWINDS Allen, L. 
LEVEL I WOODWINDS Bailey, J. 
LEVEL I WOODWINDS Richards, M. 
LEVEL I PERCUSSION Paton, E. 
LEVEL I PERCUSSION Paton, E. 
LEVEL I BRASS Aho, E. 
LEVEL I BRASS Gaber, B. 
LEVEL I BRASS Ridenbaugh, L 
LEVEL I GUITAR May, J. 
LEVEL I STRINGS Baldwin, P. 
LEVEL I STRINGS Lawson, C. 
LEVEL I STRINGS Morton, w. 
Same as 40-49 except LEVEL II 
Same as 40-49 except LEVEL III 
KENYON COMMUNIT CHOIR Locke, B. 
KC CHAMBER SINGERS Locke, B. 
FLUTE CHOIR Allen, L. 
WOODWIND CHMB ENSEMBL Ellsworth, J. 
STRING CHMB ENSEMBLES Baldwin, P. 
GUITAR ENSEMBLE 
BRASS ENSEMBLE 
INSTRMNTL JAZZ ENSEMB Gaber, B. 
JAZZ THEORY (. IMPROVZ Gaber, B. 
CONCERT BAND Ellsworth, J. 
REQUIEM MASS Ongley, L. 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY Staff 
JUNIOR HONORS Staff 
SENIOR HONORS Staff 
May, J. 
Staff 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
W-EVE 
M-F\NOON 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
MW\6 
MW\8 
MW\4 
E 
2 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
ROSAUD 
ROSAUD 
ROSAUD 
ROSAUD 
ROS 23 
ROSSE 
PRC201 
INTRO TO NEUROSCIENCE Willms,Lutn,Itg B 
INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY 
INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY 
INTRODUCTION TO LOGIC 
PRAC ISSUES IN ETHICS 
HIST OF MODERN PHIL 
19TH C PHILOSOPHY 
PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGN 
PHENOMENOLOGY 
POST-MODRN PERSPECTIV 
SEM THEORY KNOWLEDGE 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
JUNIOR HONORS 
SENIOR HONORS 
Sample, R. 
Richeimer, J-
Pessin, A. 
Sample, R. 
Pessin, A. 
Sample, R-
Pessin, A. 
DePascuale, J. 
DePascuale, J-
Richeimer, J. 
Staff 
McLaren, R-
Staff 
2 
B 
D 
7 
6 
4 
2 
M-EVE 
E 
T-EVE 
TBA 
W-EVE 
TBA 
SM 205 P 
SM 203 
ASC126 
ASC 25 
ASC 25 
ASC225 
ASCI20 
SM 108 
ASCI14 
ASC120 
ASCI25 
PM 101 
13 94-95 TIME AND ROOM SCHEDUU 
SECOND SEMESTER, THIRD SESSION, 1/24 - 3/3 
PHSD 14 30 2S WATER SAFETY INSTRUCT Steen, J. 
PHSD 22 30 2S RACQUETBALL Heiser, W. 
PHSD 32 30 2S BEG WEIGHT TRAINING Meyer, J. 
PHSD 92 30 2S PERSONAL FITNESS Bunnell, R. 
SECOND SEMESTER, FOURTH SESSION, 3/20 - 4/28 PHSD 24 40 2S 
PHSD 36 40 2S 
PHSD 39 40 2S 
PHSD 92 40 2S 
PHYS 6 2S 
PHYS 16 2S Y 
PHYS 24 
PHYS 31 
PHYS 35 
PHYS 42 
PHYS 94 
PHYS 98 
PSCI 
P8CI 
PSCI 
PSCI 
PSCI 
PSCI 
PSCI 
PSCI 
PSCI 
PSCI 
PSCI 
PSCI 
PSCI 
PSCI PSCI PSCI 
PSCI 
PSCI PSCI PSCI 
PSCI 
PSCI PSCI PSCI 
PSCI 
PSYC 
PSYC 
PSYC 
PSYC 
PSYC 
PSYC 
PSYC 
PSYC 
PSYC 
PSYC 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S Y 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
20 
22 02 
26 
29 
32 01 
32 02 
42 
49 01 
55 
56 
60 
71 
73 
89 
92 01 
92 02 
94 
98 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 2S 2S 
2S 
2S 2S 2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 2S 2S 
2S 
TENNIS 
GOLF 
INTERMED WT TRAINING 
PERSONAL FITNESS 
PLANETARY ASTRONOMY 
LAB 
INTRO TO PHYSICS 
LAB 1 
LAB 2 
LAB 3 
LAB 4 
OSCILLATIONS 6 WAVES 
ELECTRONICS 
THEORETICAL MECHANICS 
ATOMIC & NUCLEAR PHYS 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
SENIOR HONORS 
QUEST FOR JUSTICE 
QUEST FOR JUSTICE 
QUEST FOR JUSTICE 
QUEST FOR JUSTICE 
QUEST FOR JUSTICE 
QUEST FOR JUSTICE 
QUEST FOR JUSTICE 
PUBLIC POLICY 
POLITICS OF ENVIRONMT 
AMERICAN PRESIDENCY 
AM CONSTITUTIONAL LAW 
POLIT PHIL:MOD VS ANC 
POLIT PHIL:MOD VS ANC 
STATE*ECON:INTRO ECON 
CONTMP E EURO POLITIC 
MAKNG AM FOREIGN POL 
INTNTL POL ECON 
RELATIONS OF NATIONS 
POLITICS C. JOURNALISM 
PORNO, SEX * CENSOR 
PLATO'S REPUBLIC 
WHAT IS ENLIGHTENMNT 
POLITICS OF PEASANTRY 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
SENIOR HONORS 
Brown, W. 
Moore, A. 
Meyer, J. 
Bunnell, R. 
Schumacher, B. 
Sullivan, T. 
12 01 2S 
12 02 2S 
12 03 2S 
12 04 2S 
12 05 2S 
12 06 2S 
12 07 2S 
12 08 2S 
12 09 2S 
22 01 2S Y 
INTRO TO 
INTRO TO 
INTRO TO 
INTRO TO 
INTRO TO 
INTRO TO 
INTRO TO 
INTRO TO 
INTRO TO 
RESEARCH 
PSYCHOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
METHODS 
Turner, P. 
Greenslade, T. 
Sullivan, T. 
Roberts, C. 
Staff 
Staff 
Baumann, F. 
Baumann, F. 
Clor, H. 
Emmert, K. 
Taxman, M. 
Taxman, M. 
Emmert, K. 
Elliott, J. 
VanHolde, S. 
Emmert, K. 
Clor, H. 
Jensen, P. 
Jensen, P. 
Klesner, J. 
VanHolde, S. 
Elliott, J. 
Camerra-Rowe,P. 
Baumann, F. 
Elliott, J. 
Clor, H. Taxman, M. 
Jensen, P. 
VanHolde, S. 
Staff 
Staff 
Raag, T. 
Raag, T. 
Stoltzfus, E. 
Stoltzfus, E. 
Niemiec, A. 
Niemiec, A. 
McDonaugh, R. 
McDonaugh, R« 
Rice, C. 
Murnen, S. 
B 
D 
4 
TBA 
D 
E 
4 
TBA 
B EVE TBA 
3 
M-AFT 
T-AFT 
W-AFT 
R-AFT 
3 
D&E 
TBA 
TBA 
A 
B 
D 
2 
4 
6 E 
D 
3 
4 
3 
4 
6 
6 
D 
5 
B 
2 M-EVE 
R-EVE 
W-EVE T-EVE 
T-EVE 
TBA 
TBA 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
A 
B 
D 
1 
2 
SM 101 
SM 101 P 
SM 105 
SM 105 
SM 105 
SM 105 P 
SM 101 P 
HRWITZ P J-HRWITZ p t HRWITZ P I 
HRWITZ P I HRWITZ PI HRWITZ P I 
HRWITZ P I 
B10209 » 
SM 100 {-
BAILI" 1 
SM 22* SM 100 
BAIL25 SM 108 SM 101 HRWITZ 
BI0200 
BAILI* HRWITZ 
HRWITO RMGWLT 
HRWITZ 
ASCII* 
SM 201 
SM 201 
SM 201 
SM 201 
SM 201 
SM 201 
SM 201 
SM 201 
PSYC 22 02 2S Y 
PSYC 22 03 2S Y 
PSYC 36 2S 
PSYC 38 2S 
PSYC 43 2S 
PSYC 45 2S 
PSYC 48 2S 
PSYC 63 2S 
PSYC 68 2S 
PSYC 76 2S 
PSYC 94 2S 
PSYC 96 2S 
PSYC 98 2S Y 
RELN 11 01 2S 
ULN 11 02 2S 
RELN 11 03 2S 
REIN 24 2S 
REIN 35 2S 
RELN 37 2S 
RELN 66 2S 
RELN 78 2S 
RELN 83 2S 
REIN 92 01 2S 
RELN 92 02 2S 
RELN 98 2S Y 
RUSS 12 2S Y 
RUSS 14 2S Y 
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RESEARCH METHODS 
RESEARCH METHODS 
ADULT DEVELOPMENT 
CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY 
PERCEPTION 
PSYC OF LANGUAGE 
THEOR OF PERSONALITY 
PSYC OF ABNORM BEHAVR 
NEUROPSYCHOLOGY 
PSY OF RACE 4ETHNICTY 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
JUNIOR HONORS 
SENIOR HONORS 
INTRO TO STUDY RELN 
INTRO TO STUDY RELN 
INTRO TO STUDY RELN 
REFORMATION 
RELIGION IN AMERICA 
APPROCH TO STDY RELN 
SOULS ON FIRE:JEW MYS 
BUDDHIST THOUGHT&PRAC 
EXILE AND PILGRIMAGE 
ISLAM IN CHINA 4.ASIA 
WOMEN & CHRSTN TRADTN 
SENIOR HONORS 
94-95 TIME AND 
Murnen, S. 
Williams, J. 
Raag, T. 
Levine, M. 
Niemiec, A. 
Stoltzfus, E 
Levine, M. 
Levine-Leccese W-AFT 
Leccese, A. 1 
McDonaugh, R• 
Staff 
Murnen, S. 
Staff 
E 
TBA 
MW\6-7 
TBA 
ROOM SCHEDULE 
SM 203 P L 
SM 205 P L 
SM 203 L 
SM 203 L 
SM 205 L 
SM 203 L 
SM 108 L 
SM 205 P 
SM 203 L 
SM 203 L 
SM 203 P 
P 
Rhodes, R. 
Schubel, V. 
Dean-Otting, 
Rhodes, R. 
Rogan, D. 
Schubel, V. 
Daan-Otting, 
McMillin, L. 
Schubel,Dunne11 W-EVE 
Suydam. M. 
Staff 
M. 
M. 
2 
D 
4 
4 
6 
B 
3 
E 
T-EVE 
TBA 
INTENSV INTRO RUSSIAN Neginsky, R> 
INTERMEDIATE RUSSIAN Neginsky, R. 
94 01 2S Y IS-INTERM SANSKRIT McCulloh, W. 
S0CY 10 01 2S 
S0CY 10 02 2S 
»0CY 22 2S 
S0CY 25 2S 
»CY 57 2S 
S0CY 62 2S 
S0CY 63 2S 
S0CY 68 2S Y 
S0CY 92 01 2S 
S0CY '2 02 2S 
S0CY 92 03 2S 
80CY 94 2S 
SOCY 98 2S 
SPAN ij 2S Y 
14 01 2S Y 
{*** l* 02 2S Y 
SPAN 32 2S Y 
SPAN 44 2S 
SPAN 47 2S 
SPAN 52 2S Y 
SPAN 54 jg 
SPAN 94 2S 
SPAN ,8 \l y 
mScu 2s 
J2c 21 2s 
ISc 81 2S 94 2S 
HUMAN SOCIETY 
HUMAN SOCIETY 
DEVIANCE 
FAMILY 6 SOCIETY 
LAW fc AMERICAN FAMILY 
CONTEMP SOCIAL THEORY 
LOGIC&METH OF SOC RES 
FIELDWK: FAMILY FARM 
SOCIOLGY OF LITERATUR 
SOC CHNG IN E EUROPE 
DEVELOP & PUBLIC POL 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
SENIOR HONORS 
INTENSV INTRO SPANISH 
CONVERSATN 4.COMPOS ITN 
CONVERSATN 6COMPOSITN 
INTRO TO HISPANIC LIT 
CONT SPAN AM STORIES 
19TH CENT SPAN NOVEL 
20TH CENT SPAN AM FIC 
SPANISH AMERICAN POET 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
SENIOR HONORS 
Macionis, J-
Wittig, M. 
Marcus, J. 
Wittig, M. 
Sheffield, R-
Sacks, H. 
Macionis, J-
Sacks, H. 
M a r c u s ,  J -
Marcus, J-
Wittig, M. 
Staff 
Staff 
Piano, C. 
Metzler, L. 
Roman-Odio, c. 
Metzler, L. 
Roman-Odio, C. 
Metzler, L. 
Piano, C. 
Roman-Odio, C. 
Staff 
Staff 
[•-AFT 
-EVE 
-EVE 
INT WOMENS 6GNDR STDS Fin**.L. 
LESBIAN fc GAY CULTURE B®n"e ' 
SENIOR SEMINAR Finke, u. 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY Starr 
1S.A 
2 
TBA 
B 
3 
E 
6 
T-
B 
x-
R-
D 
W-EVE 
M-EVE 
TBA 
TBA 
26A 
3 
4 
B 
8 
D 
4 
3 
TBA 
TBA 
B 
MW\7 
D 
TBA 
ASC125 
ASCI25 
ASC226 
ASC126 
BAIL10 
OLN317 
ASC225 
ASC125 
ASC120 
ASC120 
ASC114 
ASC125 P L 
ASC120 P 
BAIL25 
BAIL25 
BAIL25 
BAIL12 
BAIL12 
DAVIS1 
BAIL12 
DAVIS1 
BAIL25 
DAVIS1 
SUNSET 
ASC 25 
ASC202 
ASC202 
ASC202 
ASC201 
ASC202 
ASC 25 
ASC120 
-8 
ASC220 
BAIL 1 
SEITZ P P 
IS 
SUPPLEMENT TO ACADEMIC REGULATIONS 
ADVISOR CHANOEi Students who wish to Changs thsir faculty advisor may obtain tha 
appropriate form from ths Academic Advising Office in the SAC. However, if the changa 
involves declaring a major or a change of major, then do NOT complete a Change of 
Advisor form; instead, obtain a Declaration of Major form from the Registrar's Office. 
APPROVAL OP ADVISOR I This "approval" generally means that the advisor has been 
consulted and that the student has discussed the matter with him or her. "Approval* U 
®rt#n Given by faculty who do not necessarily approve in the strictest sanes of the sort 
but who sign a form to indicate that the student has consulted the advisor. See fOSCWT 
CLASS STANDINOi Your class standing is based primarily on the number of ssmsatsri yo« 
T» •• • full-time undergraduate. However, thoee who fall mors than tim 
units behind -normal progrees" have their class standing adjusted back one year, 
students who are projected to complete requirements in December of any year are 
classified with the class of the FOLLOWING May. 
Students participate in Commencement ONLY AFTER THEY HAVE CONFUTED AU. 
GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS. If the College were to make a public display that give* tha 
* pmrson has graduated, when in fact they have not, it could be 
Sf ! d#lib#r*t« misrepresentation and could undermine the credibility 1»f t 
Students who complete requirements over the summer, or even later, ar 
completion° r#tUrn *nd Participate in the commencement FOLLOWINO their actual 
dec^arZ*.110"' Althou9h course work may be begun prior to declaration, ^tlo* 
stSdlnt. nK?n?#ntr!tlon only *ft*r they have declared a major. To elect a concsntrstw 
facultv J" • form in th# Registrar's Office after securing the nscs 
Januirv tures. Students who wish to elect a concentration must do so be January of their senior year. 
yon^iilnf1^"^ T^" K#nyon College COURSE OF STUDY ie the prime reference for."iindbook 
•re only nLant*t!T r*gul«tlons and procedures. Items found in this Enro1 ^ t0 b* 
familiar £??S » 2 eupplement information in COURSE OF STUDY. Students are pre 
with information in COURSE OF STUDY and are held accountable for it. 
perlodDDstudent«Add P#rl'od !• the first seven class days of each "dropped 
durina'thls **P*cted to make any changes in their enrollment. Co d 
"rothS t° ?ot on the student' s grade report or permanent £«o*' # 
euch cases the p#ri°d» students do not "drop" a course, they 'withdraw tW 
designation "wp" ^??!.!!0*" "ppear on «rad« and on th* P*""n#nt r#C°r (withdrew Passing). 
wiah to'be'« It,,!!!!*?1} 1" to lndloete in the Registrar's Office on PcoP*r. IdllVto"*0" 
of 1.75 to 2 5 un?» j* given course. A proper semester enrollment l"c. rt-int»-
Only the student il" f minimum of .5 units in at least two different d pa 
y •nroll or change enrollmenta and should do so in pe 
flnancial-ald"form*te2n ,or9*ry of any College document (e.g., •PP^^i^hrcoM41 
OF STUDY under coNnnJ!!!*0llment form) violates College rules, as outlined iUbject to 
normal judicial Drn^ * HONESTY. Suspected violations of this policy 
P ooodures. (See also, Transcripts, last paragraph.) 
College'you milt*™?!!.4" IncomPl*t« carrying over from a previous ^ 
granting dean The A your work for that course by the date speeifi .,ln0 (or 
you; only the Academic"n Wh° 9rant*d your Incomplete can not •xt#nd tb* Di,tee that 
not satisfied bv th. A 2*#n may ext#nd deadlines for Incompletes. Inco P { ,y. bT th* dat* 'Pocified are automatically converted to • grade of 
thmTnetructor^and the 2nroil ,or ,n Independent Study, students need "*?^tUpisae* 
r—msber to oroide th. :P4ftm-nt chair ln -ddition to their -dvisor. Ale«o.J^ (( 
practical but no later thl? ?!!*4*'" 0f,ic# with a short, specific title lndi»ld«»l 
Study Registration »r.r^. .} tenth week of the semester. Plaae* use g etration Form available in the Registrar's Office. 
•re encouraged^to'declar"'4 "4y d*cl,r* • major course of study if th#y J^'to decl*" ' 
-jor by Eov 1 ,«« m / m4jor ln sPrlng Semester. Juniors are required to^ 0r • 
change I„ LI11 °'C- gr4d">- "ud.nt. declaring a -jor. • £? 1%ic 
'Aowid obtain a DECLARATION OF MAJOR form ln th. Regi"t'*r 
Office ln*the'-«T^1fll4n"2*nt' ,nro11 for •pplied music courses in the ••me manner and by the earn, deadline date, ae for any other co 
Off CAMPUS STUDY: Students sbout to leave Kenyon to Partl®ipa'* i" "d w-^students tecl.r. . major before they leave Gambler. See also "Year Cour.es and^ Major^. 
returning from OCS should have a transcript of t^;r DirBCtor before the COURSE taglstrsr. Thsy also need to have a conference with the OCS Direc transferred. 
APPROVAL fORM can be forwarded to the Kenyon Registrar and the OC 
PAll/D/rAlLi Grades are recorded for students who have enrolled a ^hls'grad. does 
tails in ths following manner: for a grade of C- or above a (p • letter grade 
not.ff.ct the student's CPA. Any grade lower than 1. recorded^. 
•nd is calculated into the student's CPA. Students must obta nbliaation to grant 
tafors thsy can be enrolled on a P/D/F basis. Faculty un NOO, TMENT PRINT-OUT WILL *ch permission. If this option is approved, the student;. Qf 
INDICATE PASS/FAIL for such courses. Look for the words Pas / then vou are not 
ncordi if these words do not appear just under the course i ® m.w'course of study may 
••rolled on a P.../D/Fail basis. Student, who have » '?!^nt? Student. ari 
not slsct to take a course on a P/D/F basis in their major dep bot«. halves of a year •taclflcally required to maintain a consistent grading option over both halve, o 
course. 
POMAMDrr ACADEMIC RECORD: The Registrar maintains forever an *c"^enUgecondary school, 
••ch student. This record shows the student's name, Kenyon I. • exerciBB 
tats of entry, date of birth, major, date degree granted, date and yearly and 
cosplstsd, course, taken (nu^eri, titles, units, grades, fint" Y 
cuauUtlvs total units and grade point averages. (See TRANSCRIPT.) 
—*"I»ltOMi Students may enroll in some courses only P!!!!™—"initials in the 
Instructor, in such cases, the Instructor will write his/her will supply the 
taslgnated column of the SELECTION OF COURSES form, or in some ca . -lon of the 
student with a separate signed note. Also, students rou,t4.hax%^ . course. Instructors n.tructor to enroll in a course on a Pass/Fail basis or to Audit a course.^ ^  
'• under no obligation to give permission. All Special Stu 
Usses on a "permission" basis. 
"n»ICAL EDUCATION COURSES: There are several special (P°J)-Ci*"d?°a"basis,"but do not 
0 courses: PHSD courses are offered only on PASS/D/FAIL 9 toward the 16 units 
•q.ln.t the limit of 2 unit, of P/D/F allowed to be counted tow.r th. 16 
"••tad for graduation. Students may apply a maximum of .5 units t #>ch slx-
• n.sdsd for graduation. Student, may enroll in only one PHSD^ c o u r .  ^ . 1 1  
dHai?"* n* Bac*use each PHSD session is about half •" _ „.y not be repeated 
Scred!tf°r 'dd"dr°P' wp» ®tc- ara «ducad by half- PHS° COUr""' Y 
UCEIPTS' Each time you transact business in the Registrar s °j'* yu have completed 
or ! ?* of aome "ort- Usually it will be a carbon copy of a n>ad to prove your 
trsnsSri?'"0?' ot your enrollments. KEEP THESE RICEIPT ' r- WB make; however we can SOT m,» l*ter. We are always happy to correct any eft other action without 
the ^  y°u *n a course or withdraw you from a course or 
Pr°per FORM or without your RECEIPT. 
A COURSE: A student may repeat a course with tb* AD|Y"FBI.IED, the new grade 
•nd crJui th* student repeats a course that was pre tow.rd graduation rsn,,..^ become part of the permanent record and may *PP^y , rBCOrd, and both grades Cr^TT'- however, the F is not removed from the student s reco 
culated into the cumulative average. nasslno grade were received 
Pr#»io.,Ii* atudant repeats a course for which credit and P*J however, no credit 
ivslitv ! th* naw grede becomes part of the permanent the'nBw grade does not af tta .tLPOlnta ara received for the repeated course. Thus the Jtrar'S Office, and 
ita in«*nt * cumulative average. The student must notify rat(Batlng a course for whic crtdu !rUCt°r nuat confirm, in the case where a student is repe.tr g 
w*. previously earned. ^ Regletrer. 
CL««.rooms for semester and year CO""*I *F"TRLR^""p^SIJI or e-mail 
talTiEs wJa^n9 to change classrooms please contact the ' clubs, committees, 
els. other faculty and student needs for Levengood in the SAC (51 
ela,a "..tings, etc.--should be addressed to Catherine Leve g ^ 
t^rse^iT! 8tud.nts who have earned Kenyon credit ic^ind^lscuss their 
°PtloB« blgh school should visit the Registrar 
regarding such credit. 
RECORDS, ACCESS BY OTHERS: class class schedule, ad^"°r' 
major.Y lnfo™etlon (name, addresses, phone n"mb#r"' ^ f^r'UBername, date of birth, 
' Onc®ntratlona, degree, date of graduation# P 
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'} *•" unless the student expressly prohibits Its publication (all, or In 
P* ' J, the Registrar's Office. All other personally identifiabla information li held 
^y #11 Coll*9* personnel and is not released to others sxcspt on tht 
written authorisation of the student (this authorization must include specification of 
Parties or class of parties to which access is granted). 
TRAMSCXLPTI You may obtain or have us mail a transcript (copy) of your psrmansnt 
t r*cord at any time. The first one (ever) is free; thereafter there Is * char* 
ror this service (currently $3.00). A transcript of your record can be sent to any 
Tnif0n including OCS, the SAC and your advisor at no charge. To rsqnaat i 
visit the Registrar's Office and obtain a REQUEST FOR TRANSCRIPT fore. 
h J * * form and leave it for processing. Transcripts may be paid for in ct»h or 
° your student account. Since permanent record cards ars updated only onca « 
ln£?.„i-. *"«•*) transcripts issued from January through May will automatically 
tran.n-i **c°nd P*9« that is a copy of your January Grade Report. If you requaat a 
, H, . p * semester, but want to Include that semester's grades, be sura to 
indicate on the REQUEST form. Transcripts must be requested in writing and the regva.t 
r student's signature. 
sturt!n»2*ilth0rii*d •lt#rin9 of an academic record is a crime punishable by law. 
r^rS ®r?du,tV who f'11 to "spect and maintain the integrity of their acadasU 
limit Si *? thereof, will be prosecuted. The College also reserves the rlgh 
tmit or discontinue transcript service for such individuals. 
1?°? * CO™"' Obtain a Drop-Add form from the Registrar's Office, c«*l*» 
Reai.t^S '!! •PPropriate signatures, and return the form to the Office of the 
Registrar. See DEADLINES AND LATE FEES for allowable dates. 
WITHDRAWAL FRON THE COLLEGEI obtain appropriate form from Dean of Students In the SAC. 
semesterRw?fh Th* ••cond half of a year course may be dropped at the end of th# 'irj£ 
lUTtructor \flr? *nd cr#dit to' the first half with consent of the advisor 
who are anrni i21!fuetor* m*y require students to sit for a final examination. ^ 
NOT automat?iiT? .* yMr courM b«t who do not return to Eenyon Spring J"*** ,#r 
Spring Semout • 2 ?n h*lf cr#dlt *nd grade. If you are not returning to 
c«pl2t^TSron,t^ ri-h t0 grade and half «edit for a year course, you£« 
Failure to ! Forn' 4nd fll# lt the Registrar's Office in the usual manna ^  
grade and no convert the year course to a semester course will r**"1 lf 0y « 
Y«r coCr.^ m , .k or the year course. Student, who withdraw from th. 2nd hall 
required bv'thil"^ b*n for the examination in the first half of the cou f 
within two w..w« # fwCt°r' * timely manner so that the instructor may ^ ,j._ 
Students may withd™* a wlfchdrawal date; otherwise the grade will be fCh#dul,! raw from YEAR and SEMESTER courses only within ths foil 
WEEK vvan COURSE 
FALL SEMESTER 1 
2-8 
9-15 
ADD-DROP 
WP EXTRA COURSE ONLY 
NO WITHDRAWALS. GRADE 
ADD-DROP _ y WP EXTRA COURSE OKU 
NO WITHDRAWALS. 
MUST nR ISSUED. • 
SPRING SEMESTER 1 
2-8 
9-15 
ADD-DROP 
WP EXTRA COURSE ONLY 
NO WITHDRAWALS. GRADE 
MUST BE ISSUED. 
1,2 c" !!' 
KENYON GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS SELF-AUDIT 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM I HAVE 
SEMESTERS OF FULL-TIME UNDERGRAD WORK 8 .00 
FINE ARTS ONE FULL UNIT IN ANY ONE DEPARTMENT: (ARTS/ARHS) (DANC/DRAM) (MUSC) 
HUMANITIES ONE FULL UNIT IN ANY ONE DEPARTMENT: (CLAS) (ENGL) (MFLL) (PHIL) (RELN) 
NATURAL SCIENCE ONE FULL UNIT IN ANY ONE DEPARTMENT: (BIOL) (CHEM) (MATH) (PHYS) (PSYC) 
SOCIAL SCIENCE ONE FULL UNIT IN ANY ONE DEPARTMENT: (ANTH/SOCY) (ECON) (HIST) (PSCI) 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
MAJOR COURSE OF STUDY: 
PASS HONORS COMPLETE SENIOR EXERCISE 
UNITS IN MAJOR: 
IF A ONE-DISCIPLINE DEPARTMENT IF A MULTI-DISCIPLINE DEPARTMENT 
4 .00 4.00 
7.00 9.00 
UNITS OUTSIDE MAJOR DISCIPLINE: 9.00 
UNITS OF PASS/FAIL AT KENYON 2.00 
UNITS OF SUMMER-SCHOOL WORK 2.00 
UNITS EARNED AT KENYON (LETTER GRADE) 8.00 
SENIOR YEAR AT KENYON YES 
TOTAL UNITS OF CREDIT 16.00 
GRADE POINT AVERAGE 2.00 ,
NOTES: o MAXIMUM figures assume a TOTAL of Vn|gSexCeeded. 
exceeded only as the 16-unit t°t* .?_iribution (B-E) 
o AP credit may be used for all but ,.oward 2.0 max. P 
o PHSD & Exeter credit does not count towa 
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SCHEDULE PLANNING PORN 
FALL SEMESTER SPRING SEMESTER 
MONDAY WEDNESDAY FRIDAY PERIOD MONDAY WEDNESDAY FRIDAY 
1 
8:10 
2 
9:10 
3 
10:10 
4 
11:10 
5 
12:10 
6 
1:10 
7 
2:10 
8 
3:10 
EVE. 
7:00 
TUESDAY THURSDAY PERIOD TUESDAY THURSDAY 
A 
8:10 
B 
9:40 
COMMON 
HOUR 11:10 
COM! 
HOI 
ION 
JR 
D 
1:10 
E 
2:40 
EVE. 
7 :oo  
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FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE* 
Fall Semester, X994-95 
READING DAYS: T hursday-Friday, D 
8:30-11:30 A.M. 
jcemDer u-" • •• 
1:30-4:30 P.M. 6:30-9:30 P.M. 
SATURDAY 
DECEMBER 17 PERIOD 6 PERIOD 1 PERIOD D 
SUNDAY 
DECEMBER 18 PERIOD 3 PERIODS A 4 8 
TUESDAY 
DECEMBER 20 PERIOD B PERIOD E PERIOD 4 
WEDNESDAY 
DECEMBER 21 PERIOD 7 PERIOD 5 
DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION OF COURSEWORK: 
END OF SEMESTER: 
GRADES FOR YEAR-COURSES DUE: 
ALL OTHER GRADES DUE: 
9:30 P.M. Wed., uec. *+ 
9:30 P.M. Wed., Dec. 21 
10:00 A.M. Thu., Dec. 22 
10:00 A.M. Tue., Jan. J 
Spring Semester, 1994-95 
KE PERIOD: Thursday, May 4 through Wedn®s^' ^ay 13 WING DAYS: Tnpsday-Wednesdav• May 9-10 & Sat Y> j 
* - - " ft;10-9:30 P-MJ 
'HURSDAY 1AY H 
RIDAY AY 12 
UNDAY AY 14 
3NDAY 
AY 15 
PERIOD 3 
PERIOD D 
PERIOD 2 
t;30-4:30 P.M. 
PERIOD 5 
PERIOD 1 
PERIOD 4 
PERIOD 7 
PERIOD B 
PERIOD 6 
PERIODS A 4 8 
PERIOD E 
LINE FOR SUBMISSION OF COURSEWORK: 
DP SEMESTER: 
GRADES DUE: 
OTHER GRADES DUE: 
9:30 P.M. Mon., May 15 
9:30 P.M. Mon., May 15 
10:00 A.M. Tu®s., May 1 
10:00 A.M. Tues., May 
:ulty of evening courses should conta^t,^p choosing one of 
ding the availability of classrooms before 
1 time periods. 
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PINAL EXAMINATION POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 
1. Examinations are ordinarily held in the same classroom in which th« 
class has met for the semester. Exceptions must be coordinatsd 
through the Registrar. 
2. Students seeking relief from three exams on one day should approach 
one of their instructors. Normally one should approach the 
instructor of the l:io exam. 
3. Evening-course examinations are to be arranged by the instructor 
within the examination schedule. 
4. 
5. 
Exams for courses meeting for a two- or three-hour period one day a 
week are scheduled according to the beginning hour. 
Exams for courses meeting five days a week are scheduled according t, 
the MWF meeting hour. 
6. Students are expected to sit for exams concurrently with 
Instructors are under no obligation to make exceptions to this 
(except for the student seeking relief from three examinations in 
given day.) in the rare instance that a special exam is sche u » 
tv,6 i"structor must exact a grade penalty and notify the Re^1®. 
12!!/ ?®nt is assessed a fee. Problems involving i 
and/or jobs, for example, are NOT sufficient grounds for reques 
change of time for an examination. 
?* ^"structors are responsible for setting deadlines for the 8"bf^!l°n 
SCHPnmpJ! work* However, they MAY NOT ACCEPT WORK AFTER THE ^ 
SCHEDULED EXAM PERIOD unless an Incomplete Contract has been gra 
Tn-v ?ean of St"dents or the Dean for Academic Advising, 
ructors may not request or grant incompletes. 
8 2 semester course may be either two or three h01";8.1" 
sneoifi Ge"*rally, they are two hours unless the instructo 
ed otherwise at the beginning of the course. 
Final exams in year courses are three hours in length. 
in'the^?!!" ex®Binations, final papers or other projects that 
submission0* °f/8 final examination may not be required f 
earlier than the scheduled exam time for the c 
No final exam may be scheduled during the Grace Period. 
finalGqradear iBBUes a11 official statements to students ab°^dent of 
•final ™ *?d their status. No instructor may inform a stud 
e in his or her own course or in another's. 
11. 
12. 
•PRIMS IIMII'IU 1994-95 
Ju IS, Sun ... . Studant raaidancaa opan at 101period! 
Jui 17, Tua .... Claaaaa Baglni Ragistration! Two-day 9 P* 
Bagin add-drop pariod 
Jui 24, Tua .... Start Saaaion 3 PHSD couraaa 
Jut 25, Nad ... . Ind of Add-Drop pariod! -or.na coursas! Laat day to changa to audit in Spring cour—.# 
Spring couraa anrollmants flnallxad 
fab 3-4, Pri-Sat. . lluanl Council! Kanyon fund Exacutiva Com. 
fab 10-11, Pri-Sat. Exacutiva Coaaittaa maating ,nrlno couraaa Fab 11, Hon ... . Laat day to changa grading option in Spri g 
Fab 27, Hon ... . Laat day to add a couraa offica 
Feb 27-Kar 4. . . . Midtarm raporta dua to Fab 27-Mar 24 . . . Add-drop pariod for Saaaion 4 PHSD couraa 
Her 1, Nad Ash Wadnasdayi Claaaaa aa usual 
Mar 3, Pri End Saaaion 3 PHSD couraaa 
Her 4, Sat Spring Vacation bagins 
Kar 20, Hon .... Claaaaa raauaai Two-day graca parioai 
Start Saaaion 4 PHSD couraaa „ or •Ur 27, Hon . . . . Laat day to withdraw fro-a axtra Spring cour 
sacond-half of Taar couraa with wr 
Apr 7-8, Pri-Sat. . Paranta' Advisory Council uaual Apr 14, Pri ... . Good Prldayi Eva of Paasovari Claaaaa 
Apr IS, Sat ... . Pirat Day of Paaaovar 
Apr 16, Sun .... Eaatar Sunday 
Apr 18, Tua .... Honors Day „ _ 
Apr 21-22, Pri-Sat. Spring maating of tha Board of Truataae 
Apr 25-Hay 2,Tu-Tu. April anrollmant for 1995-96 couraaa 
Apr 28, Pri .... End Saaaion 4 PHSD couraaa 
"*Y *• Thu Bagln Graca Pariod bafora final axama 
JJ*Y •» *°n Laat day of claaaaa 
Jtey 9-10, Tua-Nad . Raading Days 
Aay 11-12, Thu-Prl. Examinations 
*~Y 13, Sat .... Raading Day 
j*Y 14-15, Sun-Hon. Examinations . Hav faculty may Y 15, Hon ... . sacond aamaatar and. at 9.30 p.m.! U.t day f«cu 
accapt work for *aar and Spring c ,/j.no a.m. 
Y 16, Tua ... . sanior gradaa to Ragiatrar'a Offica by 
„ Raaidancaa cloaa at Boon (Excapt sr».| 
"•Y 11, Sun . . . . 167th Coaaancwant 
**Y 22, Hon .... Raaidancaa cloaa for all at 10.00 * b 10 a.m. "I ». Undarclaaa gradaa to R^jl.trar'a Offica by 
"•Y 24-28, Nad-Sun. Alumni Raunion Waakand! Alumni Councl 
DEADLINES AMD LATE PEES 
^ iaposed for the purpose of encouraging students to 
coapiish proper registration and enrolleent in a tiaely sannar so Out 
me|y and accurate reports aay be generated by the Registrar's Offics. 
fe* ** assessed per transaction, not per course. PLEASE HAM IU 
CHANGES DURING THE ADD-DROP PERIOD. 
PALL 1994: 
DATE WEEK 
ADD 
A 
COURSE 
DROP 
A 
COURSE 
AUDIT 
A 
COURSE 
CHANGE 
TO/PROM 
PASS/PAIL 
AUG 30-SEP 7 YES YES YES YES 
SEP 8,9,12 $ $/WP NO YES 
SEP 13-26 3-4 $ $/WP NO YES 
SEP 27-OCT 12 w 1 Ok $ $/WP NO NO 
OCT 13-26 7-8 NO $/WP NO NO 
OCT 27... 9. . . NO NO NO NO 
SPRING 1995: 
KEY: YES 
$ 
WP 
No 
DATE WEEK 
ADD 
A 
COURSE 
DROP 
A 
COURSE 
AUDIT 
A 
COURSE 
CHANGE 
TO/PROM 
PASS/PAIL 
JAN 17-25 YES YES YES YES 
JAN 26,27,30 $ $/WPJ NO YES 
JAN 31-FEB 13 3-4 $ $/WP NO YES 
PEB 14-27 5-6 $ $/WP NO NO 
PEB 28-MAR 27 7-8 NO $/WP NO NO 
MAR 28... 9... NO NO NO NO 
Scheduled period; please sake all changes hersl Z £t!^Urag#d' *** Paraitted with $25 late t— 
withdraw Passing froa an EXTRA course only Hot peraitted 
